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The library recommends:

The Life and Death of Stars
with Jackie Faherty
StarTalk Radio

Are we really made of stardust? On this
episode, Neil deGrasse Tyson and comic cohost Negin Farsad explore questions from
our patrons on the life – and death – of
stars with astrophysicist Jackie Faherty,
PhD.
Where to find it:
StarTalk Radio

Glen Hatchell of HSTB, veteran dog trainer
& behavior expert: “Ask The Trainer”
Talking Animals

We set aside our regular “Talking Animals”
format to experiment with an extended new
feature, “Ask The Trainer,” in which listeners were
invited to call or email questions or concerns
about their dogs. We suggested it could be a
training challenge, a behavioral issue, maybe
something else.

Where to find it:
Talking Animals

Mega interesting
A different way to learn about science, nature,
technology, and health. Find new and
informative
scientific
studies
on
Mega
Interesting.
Where to find it:
Mega Interesting

Ask a Librarian: biblioteca@redland.cl
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The Neverending Story
Michael Ende

When Bastian comes across an old book called The
Neverending Story , he's swept into the magical world
of Fantastica. He will soon discover that he has
become a character in the story!
Where to find it:
BP Digital

The Savage Detectives
Roberto Bolaño

In this dazzling novel, the book that established his
international reputation, Bolaño tells the story of two
modern-day Quixotes—the last survivors of an
underground
literary
movement,
perhaps
of
literature itself—on a tragicomic quest through a
darkening, entropic universe.
Where to find it:
BP Digital

Grimm's Fairy Tales
Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm

Sixty-two stories that feature familiar figures like Hansel
and Gretel, Rapunzel, Rumplestiltskin, The Twelve
Dancing Princesses and Snow-White and Rose Red. As
well as lesser-known characters like The White Snake,
Sweetheart Roland and Clever Elsie are contained in this
volume of Grimms' Fairy Tales by Jacob and Wilhelm
Grimm.

Where to find it:
Loyal Books

Ask a Librarian: biblioteca@redland.cl
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The Travelling Cat Chronicles
Hiro Arikawa

(Recommended by Miss Laura Wippell)

This is a heartwarming story from a Japanese author
about the unbreakable bonds that can be formed
between humans and their pets. Travel with Nana and
his beloved cat on a road trip through Japan where
they reflect on important life lessons such as
friendship and loyalty.
Where to find it:
Book Depository

The Way of the Samurai
Geronimo Stilton

(Recommended by Miss María Eugenia Becker)

Wild Willie and I were off to Japan in search of a
legendary ancient samurai scroll that holds the
secret to a long-lost fighting technique. The scroll
had fallen into the wrong hands, and it was up to us
to track it down and save the day. But first, we would
have to fight a group of talented ninjas.
Where to find it:
Amazon

Warriors: Into the Wild
Erin Hunter

For generations, four Clans of wild cats have shared
the forest according to the laws laid down by their
ancestors. But the warrior code has been
threatened, and the ThunderClan cats are in grave
danger.

Where to find it:
Amazon

Ask a Librarian: biblioteca@redland.cl
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"FAIRY TALES ARE MORE
THAN TRUE:
NOT BECAUSE THEY TELL US
THAT DRAGONS EXIST, BUT
BECAUSE THEY TELL US
THAT DRAGONS CAN BE
BEATEN."
-NEIL GAIMAN

LET'S READ!

